M15sp Military Gas Mask
The M15 Gas Mask is originally designed for military and police personnel, providing eye, face and respiratory protection against all known NBC agents. The M15 is Israel’s standard and well known military respirator used by the Israeli Defense Forces and Law Enforcement for decades. The M-15sp mask is produced in accordance also with the original M15 Israeli Military Gas Mask however has been adjusted for civilian use.

The M-15sp NBC face mask provides a highest level of protection and complies with the CE standard and the European EN 136 standard, which are parallel to the Israel Standard SI 4013/5 for NBC masks.

The M-15 mask is made of a rubber mixture that resists the penetration of chemicals. It is an easy to wear & adjust mask and is extremely lightweight. The mask visor is made from clear polycarbonate and coated with a scratch-resistant finish and is specially designed to prevent the accumulation of water vapor on the visor and creates a clear field of view for users. Vision range 85%.

**Main Features & Advantages**

- Comfort and communication: The mask is lightweight and allows for maximum comfort
- Formulated from special rubber material for high resistance to NBC agents
- Efficient communication, a large field of vision and the ability to drink fluids during use
- The mask includes a Speaking diaphragm
- Long shelf life: The mask has 15 years shelf life
- Adapter allows the common 40mm NATO filters
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